CadmiumCD Abstract Scorecard®

Abstracts,
Awards & Grants
Collect, review, and select submissions from speakers, authors, and
applicants. Perfect for call for abstracts, grants, awards, and more.

Covers the Entire Event Cycle
CadmiumCD created the Abstract Scorecard submission
collection tool to help event planners manage the
submission, review, selection, and scheduling process
for conference submissions, awards, and grants. Toss
spreadsheets aside and make data collection and
management a breeze in three distinct stages: Simply collect
submissions, review them, then make your final selections.

Task-Based Submission System
Your submitters will work through a series of
tasks in order to complete their submissions.

Communication
Send and track emails to submitters and
reviewers with the email module.

Assign Reviews
Assign submissions to review groups and
manage reviewers as they evaluate submissions
based on your requirements.

Worksheets
Edit your data in online worksheets. Customize
columns, use advanced multi-field editing, & more!

Submission Review
Your reviewers evaluate the submissions
based on your organization’s criteria with our
side-by-side review tool.

Reports
Choose from a series of stock reports designed
to export your data to Excel, Word, or PDF.

Customized for Awards
Easily communicate with judges, nominators and
nominees for easy award collection and review.

Amazing Time-Saving Tools
Work faster with the Abstract Cleaner, Title Case
tool, proofing tool, and country/state formatter.
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Submission Software that’s Versatile

How the Abstract Scorecard
Meets Your Needs
Submission & Review Software Uses
• Submit & Review Abstracts
• Submit & Review Grants
• Call for Submissions
• Elections/Nominations
• Submit & Review Awards
• Accreditations
Events, Meetings, and Conferences
Event professionals use Abstract Scorecard to collect and
review information from multiple participants, with the Call
for Submissions and Review Software features.
Associations
Associations use the Abstract Scorecard for more than
just meetings. Universities use it for Student Applications,
Grants Reviews, and Publication Submissions!
*Submission Task in the Abstract Scorecard

The Abstract Scorecard Process
Collect Submissions
• Powerful Data Management
• Fully Customizable Forms
• Submission Previews
Review Submissions
• Side-by-Side Review
• Customizable Rubric
• Downloadable Submissions
Make Selections
• Chair Decision Tools
• Data Exports

Communicate Results
• Built-In Email Module
• Drag-and-Drop Scheduler
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• Dedicated Project Manager
• Call for Reviewers

• Blinded Reviews
• Recusal Options
• Reviewer Segmentation

• Summary Reports

• Worksheets & Reports
• Integrated with Harvester

*Example of the Abstract Scorecard Power Tools
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The CadmiumCD Difference
The Abstract Scorecard is designed to cut down the time it takes to manage and review
submissions from call for submissions, grants, and awards programs. Each project comes assigned
with a project manager to help set up each Scorecard to fit processes you already have in place.

Integrates with the
myCadmium Platform
Conference Harvester®
Collect and review submissions from potential speakers.
Once you’ve made your final decisions, import session
topics directly into the Conference Harvester for easy
conference schedule planning and management.
eventScribe® Platform
Any data transferred to the Conference Harvester from
Abstract Scorecard can instantly be pushed to eventScribe
Event Apps and Conference Websites. Speaker profiles,
session descriptions, content such as presentations and
handouts, and more.
Visit go.cadmiumcd.com/scorecard to learn more!

Consolidate Vendors with One Easy-to-Use Platform

Save valuable staff resources and time by pushing content directly to your speaker and event
management software from your submissions and review system. That’s the beauty of the myCadmium
Platform: everything you need is on one platform.
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What Are Clients
Saying About
Abstract Scorecard?
“The system is absolutely incredible. It’s been incredibly easy and intuitive. The
standardization of cities and institution names is beyond anything we could have done
before. The built-in rules meant that everything was capitalized correctly before I even
started... The Abstract proofing and editing tools available through Cadmium are light
years beyond the scope of what we had with our previous vendor. Your system is saving
us countless hours of work. Thank you for a terrific product!”

Kris Leotti, Publications Specialist
American College of Gastroenterology (ACG)

Want to Know More About Abstract Scorecard?
Follow The Link or Scan The QR Code Below for
More Info!
go.cadmiumcd.com/scorecard
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